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At the same time it is well known that the existence of the United Nations has been one of the most punctual members in fulfilling its financial obligations with regard to the United Nations budget. We want the United Nations to fulfill with honour its role in promoting peace. We believe that the Soviet Union wants the United Nations to fulfill its role in promoting peace. We believe that the Soviet Union wants the United Nations to fulfill its role in promoting peace.

The U.S.S.R. refuses to pay UN Congo and M.E. costs to discourage peace violations. Krushchov’s letter to Russell.

Treasure Hunting

A story from page 5.
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HIS MAJESTY RECEIVES HERAT DEPUTATION

Khrushchov to Head Soviet Side in Moscow Test Ban Talks

Some Soviet Union and Britain optimistic: U.S. to make every effort for accord.
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KABUL 25 YEARS FROM NOW

By A. E. gergade
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Moscow Talks

MOSCOW TALKS

The Moscow talks today, which have been going on for two weeks, are likely to speed up the pace of events in connection with the Peking-Rangoon question. Moscow and Peking have been in agreement between these powers regarding the question of the atmosphere underwater. No difference is likely to be made and the question of the atmosphere underwater was an attempt to fan unfriendly sentiments. It was certainly the result of the initial activity. Nevertheless, the "utility with its national unity tradition, Britain is likely to respond.

China Refutes Soviet Charges

In connection with the French-Soviet dispute, the Chinese government has published a number of statements, the French government has denied the charges.
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Construction of Irrigation Facilities

Air Services

TURKISH DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN OFFICE

By A. E. gergade
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Poland Demands

Excellent Variety Program Presented By Soviet Artists

By A. E. gergade
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KABUL, July 15.—Kabul, July 15.—A hundred of Soviet made diesel tractors will be distributed by the Ministry of Agriculture to the farmers in Mazar-e-Sharif in the near future. The farmers will be paid for the tractors in instalments: $...

Mr. Mohammad Ali Akbarzadeh, director of the technicum and engineering section of the Ministry, told a Bakhtar reporter that there were two kinds of agricultural machinery at the Ministry—manually operated machines including gadgets for weeding, sowing and fumigating. This equipment increases work efficiency about 20 percent as compared with tools available locally. Heavy and light traction machines; these machines range in traction capacity between five and twenty-five horse power.

Referring to the import of these machines, he said samples were requested and put into experimental use. Those which were most suited for the agricultural conditions of the country were then ordered.

The contract for the purchase of 100 tractors for Mazar-e-Sharif farmers has already been signed with a Soviet tractor firm.
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